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“Human-like intelligence”
• Decision making

• Planning and scheduling

• Perception 

• Learning  

• Knowledge 

• Reasoning

• Representation 

• Language

• Emotions

• General intelligence



Current fields of significant applicability

• Healthcare: Assisting physicians to diagnose and to suggest 
treatments. 

• Automotive: Airplanes, cars, drones etc.

• Finance and economics: Book-keeping, trade, profiling and behavioural 
patterns.

• Auditing 

• Games

• Military (Automotive and games but also to some extent decision 
making)

• Advertisements and interactive market communication



AI and administrative decision making?
• Pros.

• Fast and expedient.
• Fact based, complete and comprehensive (no “human errors”). 
• Mapping and cross checking of registers (spidergrams and targeted risk 

assessment).
• Profiling and tailoring (multi-individualisation instead of generalisation).
• Proactive algorithms instead of reactive legal assessment of past human 

decisions.

• Cons.
• Rule of law? Generality (equality, non-discrimination, foreseeability), 

promulgated, understandable, consistent, fundamental rights (e.g. access 
to justice).

• Accountability?
• Transparency (e.g. access to data sets)?
• Digital divide: only for those who can read and understand automatized 

instructions.    



AI and legal decision making?
• Pros.

• Fast and expedient
• Fact based, complete and comprehensive (no “human 

errors”) 
• Clinical decisions by software (Watson)  

• Cons.
• Morality of Law: Are algorithms capable of passing moral 

judgements regarding e.g. “fairness”, “equitability”, 
“proportionality”. 

• Transparency (e.g. access to data sets)?
• Accountability
• Context: The human experience (are machines 

benevolent)?  
• Trust in the legal system.  



Artificial Intelligence and fundamental rights

Obligations
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Producer 3?
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Private party 1b?
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Basic rights and corresponding obligations
• Human Rights

• French revolution: Constitutional rights for natural persons against public 
powers.

• United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948): Common 
standards.

• European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR): Directly applicable. 

• Fundamental rights
• An expanded circle of subjects having obligations beyond the State (to legal 

persons).

• An expanded circle of rightholders beyond the private parties (to legal 
persons).

• Charter of fundamental rights of the European Union (CEU)
• Classical human rights

• Economic rights Transposed through all substantive EU law

• Social rights



Starting points accountability

• Public powers (State):
• Strict liability

• Causality

• Private parties:
• Subjective criterion (apprehension of right and wrong):

• Dolus 

• Culpa 

• Awareness (including mental development and maturity as well as mental 
illness). 

• Freedom of choice (independent decision)

• Causality



Starting points rights
• Rights intended for natural persons 

• In the nature of things, e.g. 
• Equality between men and women Articles 23 CEU 
• Rights of children and elderly Articles 24 and 25 CEU 
• Right to asylum Article 18 CEU (but what about the Saudi Arabic citizen Sophia…) 

• Indicated in text, e.g. 
• Citizens rights, Article 15(2) and Articles 39-46 CEU (but can humanoids also be EU 

citizens…?)
• “Everyone” has the right to the protection of personal data concerning him or her 

Article 8 CEU (can data regarding a machine be “personal” is a machine him or her...)
• “Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion” Article 10(1) 

CEU (but is a machine can think independently why should that not apply to the 
machine?)  

• Everyone has the right to property including IPRs Article 17 CEU (not machines..?)   

• Rights intended for both natural and legal persons
• Freedom to conduct a business Article 16 CEU (nothing in the text formally excluding 

machines) 

• Open ended 
• Environment Article 37 CEU.



Rights for AI (1a-b)?
Proposals:

• A purposeful discussion on fundamental rights for AI should require that 
the machine has a consciousness in some sense (perhaps “self-
awareness”?) 

• Integration of AI and humans blurs the very concept of natural person. 
• Natural persons with AI shall not be discriminated and enjoy all individual 

rights.

• At some point the amount of AI and its importance may make it enjoying 
the rights.   

• Legal persons run by robots should have the same rights as other legal 
persons.



Rights for private parties against AI (2)
• Advertisement and market communication:

• Discrimination by treating groups of people in different ways? Article 21 EUC
• Consumer protection? Article 38 EUC

• Privacy and data protection? Articles 7-8 EUC

• Freedom of thought etc.? Article 10

• Freedom of expression? Article 11

• Access to health care and services of general economic interest? Articles 
35-36

• Right to good administration (by the EU)? Article 41 EUC
• Right to be heard
• Reasons for decisions
• Right to compensation for damage 

• Right to access documents (source codes are not documents)? Article 41 
EUC



Accountability and remedies?

• Accountability: Subjective criterion? Freedom of choice (independent 
decision)? 

• Effective remedy and fair trial is a fundamental right per se, Article 47 
EUC. 

• Presumption of innocence and right to defence Article 48 EUC (against 
machines?) 

• Even if machines can in theory be held accountable for decision what 
is the punishment (that could deter a machine from taking certain 
actions)?

• In this connection, is it relevant to distinguish AI from simple 
algorithms?



Rights for private parties against producers of AI 
(3)

• Manufacturing of humanoids:
• Research and development must respect human dignity and life: Articles 1-2 

EUC. 

• Integrity and prohibition of the reproductive cloning of human beings: Article 3 
EUC. 

• Product liability: 
• Subjective criterion (at least awareness)? 

• Causality? Self-learning and independency per definition abstracts the conduct 
of programming from the effects of the decisions and actions taken by the 
machine.  



AI safeguards and undermines fundamental 
rights…

• Safeguards:
• Collection, processing and communication of information to the parties 

concerned. 

• Undermines 
• Asymmetric rights beyond accountability (public or private) is not 

possible!
• If the decision or action by AI escapes the scope of product liability

• If the decisions or conduct cannot be corrected by responsible natural or 
legal persons

• If there is actually no intelligible sanction  

• Why would self learning machines care about fundamental rights for 
humans?



How to channel the forces of AI? 


